We make it EASY

CROSS REFERENCE
It’s EASY to replace competitive fifth wheel assemblies with genuine Fontaine

SEARCH PARTS
Enter serial number or model number to find the parts you need quickly and easily

MEDIA LIBRARY
Packed with helpful information and “How-To” videos to help you get the job done right

ORDER TRACKING
Track orders by Invoice No., Sales Order No., Purchase Order No.– whatever is easiest for you

SUBMIT PHOTO
Shoot a photo and send it to a fifth wheel expert at Fontaine to help you solve a problem

SPEC MY TRUCK
Select type of application to find out which fifth wheel is right for you

WHERE TO BUY
Parts and service locations near you are pinpointed on a map

CONTACT
Connect to a Fontaine Fifth Wheel expert by email, phone, facebook, twitter or fifthweel.com

Scan or go to fifthwheel.com/app